








PHYS378 2000GENERAL RELATIVITY AND COSMOLOGYI taught �ve and a half weeks of this ourse, overing the basis of General Relativity. JimCresser stood in for the �rst week and a half and gave a review of Speial Relativity, andthe seond half of the ourse (Cosmology) was taught by Alan Vaughan. I was alled uponto give the ourse at short notie (I had a week and a half to prepare for my �rst leture),and this had some e�et on my approah. I hose to follow the textbook by Kenyon fairlylosely, and with hindsight I would not do this again. For example, the development ofGR in Kenyon uses a series of analogies with results from the urvature of two-dimensionalsurfaes, but the topi of the urvature of surfaes is not itself treated well in the book.There are many other problems with the presentation in Kenyon.The division of the ourse into the topis of General Relativity and Cosmology issensible, and seems to work well.The major diÆulty with this ourse is that the students do not have the neessary levelof mathematial ability to study General Relativity. None of the students walked awaypro�ient at tensor algebra, despite my spending an inordinate amount of time trying toteah it to them. In the exam a ouple of parts of questions involved tensor manipulation,or just writing down orret tensor equations, and no student got full marks on thesequestions. I don't know what an be done to solve this problem. The subjet an bepresented qualitatively or via analogies (e.g. Kenyon) but a ertain level of mathematialpro�ieny is needed to fully appreiate General Relativity.Beause I was initially pressed for time in preparing letures, I handed out too fewassignments too late in the ourse. The �rst assignment was also muh too hard for thestudents beause I began with a belief that they ould manipulate tensors. To their redit,many of the students ame and asked a lot of questions about the assignments.With the exam, I made the questions very easy beause I appreiated by that pointthat there was too muh in the ourse and that the students were not oping with themathematis of the subjet. The results of the exam were reasonable given my expetations.I gave an additional leture at the end of the semester summarising the GR part of theourse, at the request of the students. I basially summarised what would be in the exam.I obtained a student assessment on the ourse from the CPD. To date I have onlyreeived the marks and not the student omments, but the marks were very favourable.In summary it is diÆult to teah a ourse on General Relativity when the studentsannot master the neessary mathematis.| Mike Wheatland
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